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Directionally resolved resistivity measuments on 
single crystals with the van der Pauw method

Aim:
To develop a new method for directionally resolved resis-
tivity measurements.

Motivation:
The traditional 4-point method might be imprecise due to:
•	Ambiguity in the aspect ratio of the bar1,
•	Alignment inaccuracy, and
•	The possibly limited sample size for single crystals.

Method:
The method presented here, which is an extension of the 
van der Pauw method2,3, accepts parallelogram shaped 
samples with the four contacts (A, B, C, and D) placed on 
the corners.
The geometry of the parallelogram needs to be known:
•	 φ is the rotation angle of the principal axes system (a,b) 

relative to the laboratory frame (x,y),
•	 a and b are the side lengths, and
•	 χ is the angle of the parallelogram.

Application:
If no phase transformations occur in the temperature inter-
val of interest, then the principal axes system will, in most 
cases, not change within that temperature interval. This al-
lows for a temperature dependent directionally resolved 
resistivity measurement to be performed with one temper-
ature scan on a single sample.

Errors:
Constraning sample geometry and contact placement in 
the van der Pauw method introduces new error sources. 
The errors from the following sources can be simulated:
•	Contact placement,
•	Parallelogram geometry, and
•	The rotation angle φ
These errors are generally observed to be small and to a 
first	approximation	additive.

Closing remarks:
•	The angle φ is normally obtained with crystallography 

and Neumann’s principle. An alternative method for ob-
taining φ has also been developed.
•	The alternative method for obtaining φ works for any uni-

form sample.
•	Reproducability tests show errors up to 6 %. Errors are gen-

erally higher for a larger φ.
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